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Research on the Degrowth movement:
Where do we stand?
•

Several categories of literature exist:
•

•

•
•

•

•

General/theoretical accounts (Martínez-Alier, Demaria, D’Alisa, Schneider,
Sekulova et al.)
Case studies on specific projects in individual countries/locations (Pailloux,
Cattaneo/Gavaldà, Burkhart, Johanisová et al.),
some theses based on interviews with activists (Duval, Tétard, Holz),
and accounts of the discursive 'landscape' of Degrowth debates
(Schmelzer, Muraca, Adler)

What is lacking so far is systematic empirical work that provides
a comprehensive picture of the diversity of Degrowth thought and
activism
Initial questions for such a ‘sociology of Degrowth’:
●
●

●

What do Degrowthers think?
What do Degrowthers do…
●
…as activists?
●
…in their personal everyday practice?
And: how do thought and action relate to each other?

The Survey
•

•

•

•

Four-page questionnaire, handed out with
programme booklet at local registration desks,
also available on line (German, English,
Spanish)
Return via collection boxes at conference
venue or on line
Return rate: 814 out of ca. 3000 participants →
~27% (685 german-based, 129 foreign-based)
Questions on:
– Social background (age, nationality, education,
socioeconomic status, family background etc.)
– Everyday practices: Mobility, communication,
networking, diet, living circumstances
– Political practice: Membership and activity in
movements and organisations, forms of political
action, use of technologies
– Personal views on much-discussed and
controversial topics in the movement (29
statements, 5-point Likert scale)

A few words on theory: Fields
• I suggest to conceive of the Degrowth movement as a field of activist
practice and thought
• A field is a „structured space of positions“ (Bourdieu) within which
practice is influenced by a common social force or „field effect“
(physical metaphor – magnetic field)
• The field concept has recently been introduced into social movement
research by McAdam – but in a problematically one-sided way
– - Problem: Reduction of all social practice to competition
– - All socially available 'tools' at work in a field (education, technology,
property, social relations) are reduced to capital, so that all action appears
to be about getting more of that – but social movements are at least as
much about cooperation as about competition

• Thus, conceiving of Degrowth as a field implies a revision of the
concept:
Focusing on practice in a broader sense, as productive – collaboratively
creating worlds, not only strategically vying for advantage
●
Centering analysis on relations, not substances
●
Accounting for the very different ways in which socially available means of
production are used: as commons, collective or individual resources,
capital, or whatever else – instead of assuming capital from the outset.
●
Primacy of use value, not of exchange value
●

Two steps of analysis
1) Cluster analysis on the answers given to the 29 statements:

What different currents, concerning political beliefs and
strategic orientation, coexist in the movement?

Is it justified to speak of 'one movement'?
2) Multiple Correspondence Analysis (MCA) of responses
concerning political&everyday practices:

'Mapping' of the social field of movement actors and their
practices: What „means of production“ do they use, how
do they use them, what do they bring about?

How do political position-takings, everyday practice and
social structure correspond to each other?

1) Cluster analysis: Five currents
•

Cluster 1: Sufficiency-orientated critics of civilization (22%)
– Almost caricatural radical ecologism, pointed critique of modern
society, strategic orientation toward creating „parallel societies“

•

Cluster 2: Immanent reformers (19%)
– Techno-optimist progressive thinking within existing institutions,
against both anti-modern and revolutionary ideas, strategic visions
between green growth and growth-transcending reform

•

Cluster 3: Voluntarist-pacifist idealists (23%)
– – Emphasis on overcoming everyone's ‚faith‘ in growth, vision of a

peaceful transformation prevailing ‚from below‘, strong focus on one's
own day-to-day practice as starting point of change

•

Cluster 4: Modernist-rationalist left (13%)
– – 'Classical leftist' position: structural critique of capitalism, progressivist,
theoretical analysis as precondition for any useful practice, mirror
image of cluster 1

•

Cluster 5: Practical anarchist left (22%)
– – Radical views transcending the divide between C1/4, anarchistinspired critique of capitalism stressing alienation, strategic
orientation: revolution through practical self-transformation

2) Multiple Correspondence
Analysis
•

A multivariate method for revealing relations – similarities,
differences, proximities, distances – present in a given dataset
– Can be used to construct a topology of the common social space – or
field – that respondents are part of

•

31 active variables with 74 active categories, all describing
(political and everyday) practice of respondents:

1 variable (5 modalities) on political stance (cluster affiliation)
6 variables (13) on affiliation with social movements
5 variables (10) on forms of political action
6 variables (12) on membership in organisations
5 variables (10) on regular activity in organisations
2 variables (10) on mobility and networking
2 variables (6) on everyday practice
5 variables (6) on use of technologies for political purposes

This gives us an image of a multidimensional „space of
degrowth practices“, in which the first three dimensions capture
85% of variance

2) Multiple Correspondence
Analysis: The results
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2) MCA results: The full picture
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Some conclusions
1. The strongest structuring opposition by far within the degrowth
movement is that between activism and non-activism
– Probably common to all social movements
2. There is also a continuum from emotional and identitarian
radicalism to rationalist concepts of political action
– Also a matter of politicizing everyday life vs. external theoretical
critique
– Marks a divide between radical ecologists (Cluster 1) and rational
leftists (C4) as well as reformists (C2)
– This divide is bridged by the anarchist radicalism of C5 →
specificity of degrowth!?
– Striving to act according to one's beliefs is much more common
among those with a strong emotional motivation
3. A third opposition concerns the modes and resources of
political action: traditionalism based on organizational
resources vs. modernism based on technology
– This division is much stronger in the rationalist camp (dividing C2
and C4), again bridged especially by C5

The inherited splits of left-wing movements live on within
degrowth, but there is a strong current trying to transcend them

